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((EXCLUSIVE))

with that said, using a channel overlay over a trend channel like
donchian is a simple way to initiate a long trade in trend markets.
likewise, a short trade can be initiated when the market enters an
oversold zone (below) or simply by entering a short trade at the
end of the trading day. let’s say, for example, that we look at a

currency pair chart and see that it has been trading in a
downtrend for the past few weeks. one of the standard ways to
identify this trend is by looking for a “trend channel” overlay on

the price chart. this would look like this. looking back at the
gbp/usd chart, we can see that the price action had been

declining over a more sustained period of time. an indicator such
as donchian channel would show this in the form of a trend

channel overlay. to illustrate this point, we would plot a trend line
on the lower frequency chart and note the entry threshold relative

to the trend line. as we see in the example on the right, the
channel line was crossed at x. the top band shows the amount of
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bullish sentiment, while the lower band shows the amount of
bearish sentiment. the middle line is a median reading of

sentiment over the time period and establishes a baseline. the
charts below show the rise and fall of sentiment in the various
sectors over a 6 week period. in the chart above the trend has

started to switch from bullish to bearish sentiment and the bands
are narrowing as prices of an asset move closer to their

established median price. the chart above shows strong bullish
sentiment in the banking sector. while the traders index on
30/09/2008 is still positive at 61, it has now fallen below the

median line, indicating a major trend change. the median lines for
the food, beverage and retail sectors show strong bullish

sentiment. the median lines for the energy, commodity and
manufacturing sectors show strong negative sentiment. a

donchian channel breakout strategy can be developed using the
data downloaded above and the charts below. the first test that

we will do in the strategies development will be a 60 day donchian
channel breakout testing.
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